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The eight attached maps .were constructed from data taken on Project Vol- 
cano in the summer of 1947. The project was sponsond by the Office of Naval 
Research and conducted by,the U. S. Geoloaical Survey in cooperation with the 
Naval Ordnance Laboratory. . Field work was done by Fred Keller, Jr., and 'J. L. 
Meuschke, Geophysicists of the-U. S. Geoloqieal Survey, and by L. R. Alldredge, 
Physicist of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory. The instrument used waq a modi- 
fied AN/ASQ3A flux-gate type total field magnetometer mounted in the tailcone 
of a PBY-SA aircraft. It is  hoped that observation of the magnetic fields over 
volcanic areas over a period of years, may lead to prognostication of volcanic 
activity. These maps represent the results of the first of such surveys. 
AJ Aeromagnetic map of Great Sitkin Island--uncorrected for regional gradient. 

Variations in total intensity were recorded on nine north-south traverses, 
flown at  approximately I-mile spacings and tied to east-west base lines on the 
north and south sides of the volcano. The flight altitude was 7,500 feet above 
sea  level. 

The northern half of the island is an active volcano and the southern half 
is a di.ssected remnant of an older volcano. The basalt dome on the northern 
half w5ich extruded in 1945 was still glowing and smoking when the survey was 
mode. fn general then is good correlation between the  known topography of the. 
volcanic cone and the aeromagnetic contours. A s  it has been hypothesized that 
extremely hot masses should result in a lower ~iagnctic susceptibility than the 
,surrounding rocks, it is significant that a magnetic low is not associated with 
the basalt extrusion.. 
€3) Auramagnetic map of Great Sitkin Island--corrected for regional gradient. 

This map was obtained by subtracting from the observed field the earth's 
normal total intensity field a s  obtained from the Carnegic Institution of Washing- 
ton Publication 578, "Description of the Earth's Main Magnetic Field and Its 
Secular Change, 1905-1945." by E. H. Vestine et al. The resulting map differs 
insignificantly from the original. 
C) Aeromagnetic map of Great Sitkin Island--residual map. 

The residual mao was const+ructcd to help delineate magnetic structures 
which would be otherwise obscured by t h e  broad features on the original map. 
It'btings out rather strikingly the changes in gredient of the total field. To com- 

. pute the residual, a square grid of X-mile spacing was constructed on the aero- 
magnetic map. The intensity values were then interpolated and recorded at each 
grid intersection. Any square containing nine intersections was then selected, 
mnd the average value of these points subtracted from the value at the center of 
the square gave the residual at the-oenter. The process was repeated for all 
grid intemections which after contouring gave the residual map. 

In general the grid size should be of the order of magnitude of ;he depth of 
the anomalies under consideration. If the grid spacing is  small, near-surface 
distdances  arc accentuated. A large grid will bring into focus broad anomalies 



which originate from deeply buried slurces. An examination of the residual map 
showa that the anomaly over t h e  b-lt dome a s  well as  several other anomalies 
have been accentuated. Some of irese anomalies appear in almost the same . 
horizontal location as the basalt riugs indicated on the geologic map of the 
same area. The selection of the <--mile grid had the effect of essentially re- 
moving the large anomaly which cmfomed with tKe topography of the island. 
D) Aeromagnetic map of Great Sitkir Island--second vertical derivative of the 
magnetic field. 

Like the residual map, the srrrnnd vertical derivative brings into greater 
prominence the geologic formations having only slight expression in the mag- 
netic field. To compute the derivai-re, a grid identical to the one used in the 
previous paragraph-was constructed and the same nine points were considered 
in determining the second vertical ikrivative at the center of the square. The 
&uIa used appears in a publicatim by Zolaad G. Henderson and Isidore Zietz, 
,"The computation of second vertinl derivatives of geomagnetic fields," Geo- 
physics, October 1949. The p a p r  also demonstrates that the residual and 
secondderivative values differ only hy a .multiplicative constant. This is best 
illustrated by a comparison betwes. the residual and derivative maps of Great 
Sitkin Island. It is observed that t k  maximum as  well as the minimum and zero 
contours appear in exactly the saae: positions. The second-derivative and n- 
sidual maps can also be used +in xtimating depths. This is discussed in a , 

forthcoming memoir to be published'q the Geological Sociqty of America, "In- 
terpretation of aeromagnetic maps," by Victor Vacquier, Nelson C. Steenland, 
Roland G, Henderson, and Is idore Zhtz. 
E) Aeromagnetic map of northern A U  Island, Alaska--uncorrected for regional 
gradient.. . 

The northern pa& of Adak Lhud was aurveyed by running I1 north-south 
profilea at  approximately 1-mile q c i n g  and. tyihg to 2 east-west base lines 
(indicated on ,map). The fliuht a1ti:u-b was 5.000 feet above sea level. 

According to Coats, "Geology of northern Adak Island, " Alaskan Volcano 
Investigatioa Report 2, part 5, Ada!. Tsland is comprised of folded, faulted, and 
altered ~ ~ e s o z o i e  volcanic rocks inr~ded by gabbro i n  the southern portion and 
rtmnants of three Tertiary basaltic volcanoes in the northern mountainous por- 
tion. 

Four large anomalies arc appatnt on the aeromagnetie map. The anomaly 
eas t  of Mount Moffet could easily 6e identified with the  composite parasitic 
olivine-basalt cone northeast of Alnurt Moffet. The anomaly at Mount Adagdak 
is probably associated with the b d t  dome. In the lower right portion of the 
map, the anomaly south of Kuluk Bqyaccurs over a known massive gabbro intru- 
aim. Finally, then is the anom* in the southweat area which suggests the 
existence of a gabbrolike intrusivz similar to the one previously mentioned. 
This area has  not yet been map* geologically. Before the survey, it-was 
hoped that a comparison between fia magnetic anomalies of an activevolcano 
such  as  Great Sitkin and an inaetiveane such as  Mount Adagdak or Maunt Moffet 

- might yield si&nificant differences. An actual comparison, however, gave nega- 
tive results. 
F) Aeromagnetic map of northern Xdak LIand--second vertical derivative of 

. magnetic field. 



The map was constructed 'by superimposing a grid of X-mile spacing on 
the aeromagnetic map. The formula used and the method of computation are 
identical with those given in paragraph (Dl. The map merely exaggerates the 
mnomalies already apparent on. the original map. The horizontal extent of the 
intrusive in the lower right corner is indicated by the zero contour. This is 
d8iacumaed in the memoir by Vacquier et al, . preyiously mentioned. It appears 
that this hypothesized area i s  somewbat larger than that indicated on the gco- 
logic mqp. 
G )  Aeromagnetic. map of part of northeastern Umnak ~sland--uncorrected for 
regional gradient. 

The magnetic ' suntey consisted of 22 nmth-south aeromagnetic profiles 
flown at 1-mile intervals and tied to base lines located along the northeastern 
and southeastern shores oE the island. Flight altitude was 6,500 feet above see 
level. -- - --- 

The geology of the area i s  discussed in Alaskan Volcqno Investigation 
Report 2, 1946, part 3, "Volcano investigations on Umnak Island, 1946," by 
P..M. Eyers, Jr., 0. M. Hopkins, K. L. Wicr, and Bernard Fisher. The north- 
eastern end of the island is a large, broad volcanic mountain called Okmok'vol- 

. cano. The central part of the volcano is Okmok caldera. It is a large cliff- 
rimmed depression 7% miles i n  maximum diameter containing nine large cinder 
cones and many small ones on the caldera floor. These cones were smoking and 
blowing steam during the magnetic-survey in  July 1947. 

- The segion of sharp gradients shown in the central part of the map nicely 
outlines the rim d the caldera. However, the correlation between the many cones 
on the caldera floor and the closed magnetic anomalies within the caldera is 
poor. Mount Idak, located at lat. 5 3 O  28. N., long. 1 6 7 O  54 W., had no exptes- 
rioo in the magnetic map. A more detailed survey would mom than likely dis- 4 

close i ts  magnetic effects. Mount Tulik, rising 4,000 feet above sma level, i s  
prominently displayed in the magnetic picture, its magnitude being accond only 
to that of the large anomaly found over the center of the caldera about 4 miles 
to the n~ thwea t .  Both Mount Idak and Mount Tulik a n  extinct volcanoes. 
H) Aeromagnetic map of part of northeastern Umnak Island--second vertical 
derivative. 

A X-hile grid was applied to the aeromagnetic map and the second vertical 
deiivatives computed. This map was computed primarily to obtain depths to 
magaetic sources as  used in the memoir by Vacquier et al. The geology was 
gsneralized from "The Geologic Map of Part of Norrheastern Umnak Island, 
Alaaka," by F. .M. !By6* fr., 0. M. Hopkins, and Bernard Fisher, 1946. 
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